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Empirical Study for 3D-Printed Robot Design:
Dimensional Accuracy of a Hole and Proposal of a New Shaft-Fastening

Method

Hiroki Kanazawa1, Hiroyuki Nabae1, Koichi Suzumori1, and Gen Endo1

Abstract— 3D printing is currently being studied in many
fields and is expected to be applied in the industry. However,
previous studies have been based on simple evaluation models,
and there have been few studies in which 3D printing technology
has been evaluated after being implemented in a system. In this
study, first, the existing metal robot arm was duplicated by 3D
printing, and the advantages and drawbacks of implementing
3D printing were evaluated. Then, prototyping revealed that
dimensional accuracy and shaft-fastening torque are significant
drawbacks. Therefore we proposed and evaluated methods to
address the two drawbacks of dimensional accuracy and a
decrease in the shaft-fastening force of press-fitting. As for the
dimensional accuracy, the tendency of the dimensional accuracy
was investigated quantitatively by manufacturing several sam-
ples of the hole shape and measuring the dimensional accuracy.
To address the decrease in the shaft-fastening torque of press-
fitting, a new shaft fastening method using hexagonal metal
parts and a hexagonal 3D printed hole was proposed. It was
experimentally verified that the proposed mechanism could
achieve sufficient torque capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world is in the midst of ”Industrie 4.0,” and social
manufacturing is expected to be one of the most representa-
tive approaches, in which industrial machines are connected
to the Internet and anyone in the world can participate in de-
sign and manufacturing [1]. 3D printing has been considered
as a core technology to achieve social manufacturing. It is a
technology that converts 3D shape data created by computer
aided design(CAD) software into a stack of 2D cross-
sections to produce an object with approximately the same
original shape data. Because 3D printing can be applied to a
wide range of materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics,
cement, and because functions such as electrical conductivity
can be added by mixing nanoparticles into the polymer [2],
it is being actively researched not only in the mechanical
field but also in the architectural and electrical fields [3]–
[7]. Various layering methods have been proposed for 3D
printing, such as fused deposition modeling(FDM), selective
laser melting(SLM), stereolithography (SLA), electron beam
melting (EBM), and material jetting [8]. Among them, FDM
is the most widespread because of its low cost and the
availability of materials.

When 3D printing is used in industry, there are great eco-
nomic benefits such as increased product value through mass-
customization and shortened time to market through rapid
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Fig. 1. Three-degree-of-freedom robot arm made of (I)metal and (II)3D
printed CFRP: elbow joint(J3) is driven by wires.

prototyping [9]–[12]. In contrast, 3D printing has problems
related to the anisotropy of material strength and dimensional
accuracy [8], [13], which hinder its industrial application. For
material strength, there have been some studies on tensile
tests using simple models [14], strengthening structurally
weak parts by changing the internal density [15], and creating
a database using strength simulation [16]. Several methods
have been proposed to print with as few support structures
as possible in FDM and SLA [17]–[19]. In addition, many
studies conducted on minimizing the amount of materials
used while maintaining the strength of the part by using
topology optimization [20], [21]. However, these studies
are often simple evaluation models or studies of a certain
part of an application, and there have been few studies that
have evaluated problems and presented systematic solutions
through manufacturing the entire robot mechanism by 3D
printing.

Therefore, in this study, the advantages and drawbacks of
3D printing were addressed by replacing the metal structural
parts of a three-degree-of-freedom(3-DOF) lightweight robot
arm with 3D-printed plastic parts (Section II). The 3-DOF
arm was originally designed by utilizing a cutting process
and sheet metal bending process. Then, the following draw-
backs revealed are discussed in detail.

• Dimensional accuracy: Because the accuracy of parts
made by 3D printing is generally low, we aim to
establish a method to modulate the target size of the
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Fig. 2. (I)Conceptual diagram of the wire-driven mechanism for Joint3.
Tensioner mechanism is installed at Joint3. (II)Detail of tensioner mecha-
nism. (III)One-way clutch was press-fitted into Tensioner-B, and Steel Pipe
was press-fitted to Tensinoer-A.

parts at the design stage. In this paper, the hole shape
was evaluated quantitatively (Section III).

• Low shaft-fastening torque by press-fit: Press-fit is a
widely used fastening method in mechanical design
because it does not require other fastening parts and is
easy to reduce the cost. However, if one uses 3D-printed
parts that have inferior material strength, press-fitting
does not function because it depends on the strength
of the material. Therefore, we propose a new fastening
method for 3D printed parts that can be used with press-
fitted parts (Section IV).

II. PROTOTYPE AND EVALUATION OF 3D PRINTED ROBOT
ARM

A. 3D-printed 3-DOF wire-driven robot arm

Figure 1 shows the modeled metal 3-DOF manipulator
and 3D-printed robot arm manufactured in this study. In this
manipulator, the root axis (Joint1, J1) rotates in the yaw
direction, while the shoulder joint (Joint2, J2) and the elbow
joint (Joint3, J3) of the arm rotate in the pitch direction.
At J1 and J2, the output of the motor is input to the wave
gear reducer and directly drives the joints. J3 is driven by
transmitting the output of the wave gear reducer to the wire-
pulley system and maintaining the tension by the tensioner
mechanism. As shown in Fig. 2, the tensioner mechanism
consists of pulleys, a shaft, and a one-way clutch. The one-
way clutch limits the free rotation of the pulleys only to the
direction of increasing tension, and the structure transmits
the rotation of the drive pulley to the axis of the J3 joint.

In prototyping the 3D printed robot arm, only the metal
structural parts were replaced with 3D-printed parts, and the
functional components (motors, reducers, and bearings) and
fastening components were commercially available. This was
done to evaluate the effects of stiffness and weight when
replacing the structural parts with those made by 3D printing,
and to eliminate the effects of elements that may change the
function itself when manufactured by 3D printing. However,

because the aforementioned tensioner mechanism requires
a hard shaft owing to the principle of the one-way clutch,
it was made to function by press-fitting a steel pipe into
the plastic shaft only at the part where it interacts with
the one-way clutch. The structural parts were made from
thermoplastic carbon fiber reinforced plastic(CFRP) using
Markforged Mark Two and X7, Onyx (finely chopped carbon
fiber kneaded into polyamide provided by Markforged), and
a continuous carbon fiber. In addition, in order to improve the
efficiency of assembly work and shorten the modeling time,
some parts that consisted of multiple structural parts and
many fastening parts in the model metal arm were combined
and made as a single part by using 3D printer. Consequently,
we succeeded in significantly reducing the total number of
parts and assembly time.

B. Evaluation of dimensional accuracy

Generally, 3D-printed parts are considered to have low
accuracy [8]. In the case of the parts of the robot arm
manufactured in this study, the dimensional accuracy of the
holes for the screws, bearings, and axes was not sufficient,
and additional processing, such as sanding, was required.
Essentially, the use of parts made by 3D printers should
lead to a reduction in machining cost and material loss
because the finished parts can be assembled without addi-
tional work. However, if the dimensional accuracy remains
low, additional processing is required, making industrial
applications difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to improve
the dimensional accuracy, but this is difficult because additive
machining is considered to be less accurate than cutting in
principle. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the extent
of dimensional errors when a part is manufactured using a 3D
printer. If errors can be predicted in advance, we can reflect
the deviation in the design or cancel it when generating tool
paths for 3D printing.

C. Evaluation of joint stiffness

The siffness of each joint was measured to evaluate the
performance of the robot arm. The joint stiffness was mea-
sured for J2 and J3 joints according to the static compliance
measurement defined in JIS B 8432:1999 (ISO 9283:1998).
J1 was not measured because the stiffness depends on the
stiffness of the material and bearing rather than on the
structure of the mechanism and is easy to predict. The
equipment made is shown in Fig. 3. A load was applied
to the tip of the arm. The load is applied by the 10 % of
the rated load up to 100% in both positive and negative
directions parallel to the xyz-axis of the base coordinate
system respectively, and the displacement was measured as
the load was increased. In this experiment, 100 % of the rated
load was 506 g (=4.96 N). However, when the displacement
was too large for the equipment, the weight used for the load
touched the ground. In the case of J2 in the z-direction, it
was not possible to obtain data for this reason. Therefore,
the robot was rotated 90 degree clockwise, as shown in
Fig. 3 (I)-b, so as not to touch the ground, and the joint
stiffness was measured. To measure the stiffness of each
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Fig. 3. Test equipment for static compliance.

TABLE I
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF STATIC 　 COMPLIANCE AT EACH JOINT.

J2 [mm/N] x+ x- y+ y- z+ z-
3D printed arm 0.499 0.0208 1.04 0.908 3.96 1.82

Metal arm 0.392 - 0.210 0.172 0.894 0.262
J3 [mm/N] x+ x- y+ y- z+ z-

3D printed arm 0.395 0.164 1.95 1.98 67.0 60.3
Metal arm 0.407 0.375 0.504 0.524 8.06 4.91

joint in this experiment, all the joints except the joint to
be measured were fixed to an aluminum frame. However,
the x-axis direction of the metal arm could not be measured
owing to the configuration of the equipment.

Table I shows the joint stiffness values. For both J2 and
J3 , there was no significant difference in the x-axis load
between the metal and 3D printing arms, and for J3, the
3D-printing arm showed slightly better results. However, the
stiffness of the 3D-printed arm was much lower than that of
the metal arm in the y- and z-axes. Especially in the z-axis
direction of J3, the 3D-printed arm could not hold the load.
It was caused by a problem in the transmission mechanism.

One possible cause is the tensioner of the wire drive
system. As mentioned above, J3 is equipped with a tensioner,
as shown in Fig. 2, which can maintain the tension of the
wire. Tensioner-B and the One Way Clutch, and Tensioner-A
and the Steel Pipe are assembled by press fitting. Therefore,
it is considered that slippage occurs on the press-fitted
surface. Because the surface of the 3D-printed parts is soft,
the fastening strength of the 3D-printed parts is considered to
be much lower than that of the press-fitted parts on the metal.
Therefore, it is necessary to change the fastening method.

III. IDENTIFYING TENDENCY IN DIMENSIONAL
ACCURACY

Increasing the dimensional accuracy of parts made us-
ing an FDM 3D printer is fundamentally difficult. This
is because, when the molten material is ejected from the
nozzle, the material is deposited while being pressed against
the modeling surface, so the ejected material is crushed,
and the material inevitably becomes larger than the nozzle
diameter. Therefore, it is hypothesized that there is a certain
tendency in the deviation of the dimensional accuracy, and an
attempt was made to predict the deviation of the dimensional
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Fig. 4. Samples used for measurements. Ten of each of these were printed
on three different 3D printers.

accuracy in advance by understanding the tendency. In the
prototyping of the robot arm described in the previous
section, the parts that required additional processing were
the shaft and the hole, such as the hole for the screw, the
bearing, and the shaft. These are typical geometrical shapes
in the mechanical design of robots. Therefore, in this study,
an attempt was made to understand the tendency of the
dimensional accuracy of the holes that often exist in the
structural members.

A. Change in shape accuracy caused by difference in wall
thickness

1) Details of the measurement sample: 3D-printed parts
are affected by thermal shrinkage because the polymer is
heated to more than 200 °C during the molding process.
　However, the extent to which the dimensions are affected
by the thermal shrinkage has not been clarified. Therefore, in
this study, the tendency of the thermal shrinkage to affect the
dimensions wa investigated by changing the wall thickness
around the holes. In 3D printing, the polymer is extruded
with a thin nozzle, so there are two types of structure: an
outer shell and an inner filling structure that bridges the outer
shells. The purpose of this experiment was to understand the
influence of thermal shrinkage and internal structure.

The shapes of the measured samples are shown in Fig. 4.
The direction of the 3D printing was perpendicular to the
paper surface, and 10 samples of each were prepared using
a the 3D printer. The 3D printer and materials were Zortrax
M-200 and ABS resin Z-ULTRAT by Zortrax, X7 and Onyx
by Markforged, and Raise3d Pro2 and genuine PLA by
Raise 3D Technologies, Inc. After molding, a contact-type
coordinate measuring machine(CMM) (TESA micro-hite 3D,
manufactured by TESA Technology) was used to measure
three characteristics: dimensional error, roundness, and cylin-
dricity. The dimensional error is defined as the deviation
from the target value (ϕ20 mm) obtained by averaging the
circumferential trajectory of the hole obtained by the CMM.
However, all the dimensional errors were all negative, i.e.,
all the samples have holes with a smaller diameter than the



Fig. 5. Result of Zortrax M-200 with Z-ULTART.

Fig. 6. Result of Markforged X7 with Onyx.

target value, so they are described in absolute values in the
graph. The values of roundness and cylindricity are the same
as those defined in JIS B 0419:1991 (ISO 2768-2:1989).

The samples shown in Fig. 4 all have holes of ϕ20 mm
and the surrounding frames are different. Frames (I), (II),
and (III) are squares, circles, and sufficiently large squares,
respectively, to investigate the effect of thermal shrinkage
resulting from non-uniform wall thickness. If the effect of
thermal shrinkage on the dimensional accuracy is large,
geometric tolerance values such as roundness and cylindricity
are expected to be large. On the other hand, because the
amount of thermal shrinkage is determined as a percentage of
the part dimensions, the dimensional error is expected to be
largest for (III), which has the largest wall thickness. Frames
(II) and (IV) have the same cylindrical shape; however the
wall thickness is different. In (II), the target shape is not
formed because of the small wall thickness, and the contact
between the infill and the shell is not uniform. Therefore the
effect of the difference in the internal shape is discussed.

2) Results: Figures 5-7 show graphs obtained from the
measurements. Focusing on Fig. 5, the thin-walled cylinder
of (II) were less accurate than those of (I), (III), and (IV)
in all indices. Therefore, the effect of thermal shrinkage on
Zortrax M-200 and Z-ULTRAT is small, and the uniformity
of the infill structure has a significant influence on the

Fig. 7. Result of Raise 3D Pro2 with PLA.
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Fig. 8. Samples used for measurements.

dimensional accuracy of the holes. On the other hand, the
dimensional errors in Fig. 6 receal that the thin-walled
cylinder in (II) has the smallest error, although it is slight, and
the errors in (I) and (IV) are almost the same, while (III) has
the largest. Namely, for Markforged X7 and Onyx, the larger
the maximum wall thickness, the larger the dimensional
error, which indicate that they are greatly affected by thermal
shrinkage. Finally, as shown in Fig. 7, the dimensional error,
roundness, and cylindricity of all samples are similar, so it is
considered that the samples are not affected by the difference
in wall thickness.

As described above, the tendency of the dimensional
accuracy varies greatly depending on the combination of the
3D printer and material. However, if the target diameter is
ϕ20 mm, then we should enlarge the 3DCAD model to 20.4,
20.2, 20.1 for Zortrax M-200, Markforged X7, and Raise3D,
respectively. Even when such characteristics are unknown,
shapes with non-uniform internal shapes, such as (II), or
with large maximum wall thickness, such as (III), should be
avoided because they may reduce the dimensional accuracy.



Fig. 9. Change in accuracy when hole diameter is changed

B. Change in shape accuracy caused by change in hole
diameter

1) Details of the measurement sample: In the cutting
process, the larger the target size, the larger the set value
of general tolerance. Therefore, how the change of the hole
diameter affects the dimensional accuracy in the case of 3D
printing was investigated.

The shapes of the measured samples are shown in Fig. 8.
Each of the 10 samples was made using Raise3D and PLA,
and the shape accuracy was measured in the same way as
described in the previous section.

2) Results: Figure 9 shows a graph obtained from the
measurements. For hole diameters larger than (II)ϕ20 mm,
the accuracy of all indices decreased as the hole diameter
increased, as in the case of cutting. In addition, because
the decrease in accuracy is almost linear, it is easy to
predict the molding accuracy for hole diameters other than
those measured in this study. Therefore, one can predict the
fabrication accuracy of the 3D printer at the design stage by
measuring the tendency of the dimensional accuracy of three
samples from among (II) to (VI).

On the other hand, there was almost no change between
(I)ϕ10 mm and (II)ϕ20 mm. This means that there is an
upper limit on the dimensional accuracy. In the FDM method,
the extruded material spreads and stacks larger than the
diameter of the nozzle; therefore, a part of the material
protrudes inward from the trajectory of the nozzle when a
hole is drawn. Because the amount of polymer that protrudes
is considered to be constant for the same 3D printer with
the same settings, it becomes the upper limit of dimensional
accuracy. Because it is necessary to understand this upper
limit for design, it is desirable to measure it beforehand and
understand the characteristics of the 3D printer.

IV. PROPOSAL OF A NEW COMPONENT CONFIGURATION
FOR PRESS FITTING

Because press-fitting is a fastening method that depends
on the surface hardness of the parts, it is difficult to achieve
with FDM 3D-printed parts, which are supposed to be made
from polymer. However, because there are many parts made
on the premise of press-fitting, press-fitting is necessary for
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Fig. 11. Types of infill structure: white line is Onyx, and blue line is
continuous carbon fiber.

industrial applications. Therefore we focused on the high
flexibility in shape of 3D printers. Because 3D printers are a
method of adding material to an existing object, they can
create polygonal holes that cannot be created by cutting.
Therefore, the aim was to achieve press-fit fastening by using
structural constraint with geometrical shapes using polygons.
In addition, this method is verified using the tensioner
mechanism of the wire-driven system, and the applicability
to the wire-driven robot arm was evaluated quantitatively.

A. Design concept

Figure 10 shows the design concept of the tensioner mech-
anism for verification. The tensioner mechanism consists of
two parts in one set: a mechanism to maintain tension with a
press-fitted one-way clutch, and a mechanism to transmit the
torque to the shaft. However, the tensioner mechanism with
a press-fitted one-way clutch was only used for verification.
The one-way clutch was press-fitted into a metal sleeve with
a hexagonal outer surface, and the sleeve was fitted into a 3D
printer part with a hexagonal hole to constrain the rotation of
the one-way clutch around the axis. Because the press-fitted
part was a metal-to-metal fastening, the same fastening force
as a normal press-fit was expected.

B. Tension load test

The conceptual model was prototyped, and an experiment
was conducted to determine the extent to which tension could
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Fig. 12. Equipment for tension loading: load cell is used to measure the
tension of the rope.

be applied. The 3D-printed parts were made using Mark-
forged MarkTwo and Onyx. Three types of infill structures
also manufactured, as shown in Fig. 11:(I) an Onyx-only
structure with a triangular hole and a filling ratio of 37%, (II)
an Onyx-only structure with a filling ratio of 100%, and (III)
a structure with a filling ratio of 100% and reinforced with
continuous carbon fiber. The results were compared. Using
the equipment shown in Fig. 12, tensions of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
1.7 kN were applied step by step, and the rope tension was
measured with a load cell. Here, 1.7 kN is twice the limit
value of the tension calculated from the torque capacity of
the one-way clutch.

Figure 13 shows an example of the experimental results.
This result is for the modeling condition shown in Fig. 11(I),
and other results are omitted because the results for the other
printing conditions were similar. Finally, a tension exceeding
the torque capacity of the one-way clutch was applied when
a current equivalent to 1.7 kN was applied to the motor. In
addition, no significant deformation of the 3D-printed parts
or slippage on the press-fit surface was observed during
the experiment. On the other hand, the tension increased
immediately after the current command value was changed
and then decreased gradually. This is considered to result
from the viscoelasticity of the synthetic fiber rope, as shown
in the literature [22]. The above demonstrates that this
method is very effective for mounting press-fit parts on
robots made by 3D printers.

C. Performance evaluation with a robot arm

The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by
implementing the tensioner mechanism described in this sec-
tion to the robot arm described in Section II and comparing
the performance. The joint stiffness was measured using the
apparatus described in Section II. Only the ±z direction of
the J3 joint, which is considered to be caused by the tensioner
mechanism, was measured for comparison. The experimental
results are shown in Table II. A significant improvement in
the joint stiffness is observed in both ±Z directions. The
joint stiffness of the 3D printer robot arm was still lower
than that of the metal arm, however this is probably caused
by the stiffness of the other structural components. Because
the robot arm was designed to be made of metal, it is
expected that the stiffness of the polymer, which has a low

Fig. 13. Measured tension when tension was applied to the concept model.

TABLE II
THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF STATIC 　 COMPLIANCE AT J3 JOINT.

J3 [mm/N] z+ z-
3D printed arm 67.0 60.3

Metal arm 8.06 4.91
3D printed arm

(with hexagonal metal sleeve) 11.5 13.9

Young’s modulus, was insufficient. Therefore, it is expected
that the robot arm can be improved if it is designed to be
manufactured using a 3D printer.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the structual parts of the existing metal robot
arm were replaced with 3D-printed parts and clarified the
problems that were not apparent in the previous studies.
Then, to solve the problem of dimensional accuracy, samples
of the hole shape were manufactured, and the dimensional
accuracy was measured to understand the tendency. The
accumulation of such data will make it possible to predict the
dimensional deviation in advance. In addition, we proposed
and confirmed the effectiveness of the new press-fitting
method by partially replacing the press-fitted part with metal
and using geometric shapes to fasten the 3D-printed parts.

In the future, since economic efficiency is also important
for industrial use, it is necessary to evaluate the economic
efficiency of the proposed method. Moreover, it is planned
to design a robot arm assuming that it will be manufactured
using a 3D printer, and we aim to develop a robot arm with
sufficient functions for industrial use.
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